PowerPoint Rubric
Activity

Does Not Meet
Standards–Redo

Meets Standards–8
points

Exemplary–10
points

Planning

No evidence of
preplanning for
presentation.

Preplanning was
adequate to enable
the PT to prepare
the presentation.

Preplanning enabled
the PT to construct
their presentation
easily and quickly.
Preplanning shows
evidence of logical
sequence for
material, attention
to background,
fonts, colors, and
transitions. URLs
and graphics are
listed for insertion.

Additional planning
would enable the PT
to more efficiently
create their
presentation.

Content

Text Layout

Content was weak,
or incorrect. No
evidence of
research.

Difficult to read due
to use of
paragraphs, dark
fonts, and noncontrasting
backgrounds.

The content is
written in a logical
sequence.
Information is
accurate and
effective.
Fonts are easy to
read and point size
varies to enhance
readability of the
text.
Some lengthy
information is
included on slides.
Graphics enhance
the presentation and
are to the side of
the slide.
Bulleted lists are
used effectively.

The content is well
organized and
appropriate to the
audience.
Material is correctly
documented when
appropriate.
Font size and color
changes for text
emphasis and titles.
Use of italics, bold
and underline
enhance the
readability of the
text.
Text is appropriate
length for audience.

PowerPoint Rubric
Activity

Does Not Meet
Standards–Redo

Meets Standards–8
points

Exemplary–10
points

Graphics, Sound,
Transitions

No graphics, sound,
or transitions are
used in the
presentation.

Graphics, sounds,
and transitions are
used in the
presentation.

Graphics, sound,
and transitions are
used appropriately
and enhance the
presentation.

They are generally
used appropriately
and enhance the
presentation.

Save and Print

Presentation

PT cannot save the
presentation without
help.

PT can save the
presentation.

PT cannot print the
presentation without
help.

PT can print the
presentation. PT
has difficulty
printing in multiple
formats.

PT did not give the
presentation.

PT gave the
presentation.

Design elements
combine with
content to create a
high impact
presentation.
PT can print the
presentation in
multiple formats
such as 3, 6, or 9 to
a page.
PT can save
presentation as an
HTML document.
PT’s presentation
was enhanced
through the use of
the slides and
handouts.

Sources for rubric http://www.ncsu.edu/midlink/rub.mm.st.htm
http://www.uni.edu/profdev/rubrics/pptrubric.html
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